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PARISLIMBO

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in Mink fur.  

Cushions in fabric and Mink fur.

280 x 108 x h.74

oval capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Patchwork upholstery with leather and 

fabric from the collection.

125 x 82 x h.40



12 13

SHADE MORGANA

floor lamp

Mat or glossy golden shades 
with Swarovski crystal structure 

and brass RC logos.

60 x 37 x h.190

stand mirror

Structure in metal and multi-layer wood 
with bevelled mirrors.

85 x 7 x h.200
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PARIS.2 PARIS.2

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Extra large upholstery in Silk Satin 

Audrey col. Natural. Phyton skin belt 
with brass and Swarovski crystal RC 

logo. Cushion in Racoon.

130 x 98 x h.74

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Extra large upholstery in Silk Satin 

Audrey col. Chocolate. Phyton skin belt 
with brass and Swarovski crystal RC 

logo. Cushion in Racoon.

130 x 98 x h.74



22 23

HIT HIT

side table

Base covered with laser-cut fringed nappa  
and nabuk leather. Top in brown bevelled  

and lacquered glass. RC logo laser-engraved 
on a brass round plate.

ø50 x h.50

central table

Base covered with laser-cut fringed nappa  
and nabuk leather. Top in brown bevelled  

and lacquered glass. RC logo laser-engraved 
on a brass round plate.

ø 100 x h.30
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CORNERLOGO

cabinet 2-doors

Structure in multi-layer and beech 
wood lacquered. Doors covered with 

Cavallino Laser. “Jewel handle” in melted 
brass with Gold finishing and Swarovski 
crystals. Top in brown lacquered glass

Interior finishing in microfiber brown.

150 x 63 x h.85

lamp with shade

Melted brass structure with RC logo. 
Black / Ivory fabric shade.

ø41 x h.58
ø41 x h.91
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LIMBO

octagonal capitonné pouf

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Vintage with 

capitonné.

50 x 50 x h.40
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PARIS.3 PARIS.3

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in Silk Satin with back and 

seating in leather Piumone.

130 x 98 x h.74

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in Silk Satin Audrey col. 

Natural with back and seating 
in leather Piumone.

130 x 98 x h.74
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MARCELLA

console

Base in metal with Bronze finishing.
Top in leather Cocco col. 05 Brown.

170 x 44 x h.85
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SMOkING

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric and 

Racoon with RC logo application. 
Rectangular side table with bronze mirror 

finishing, tray top in leather Cocco.

composition A  

303 x 170 x h.88
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SMOkINGSMOkING

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric and 

Racoon with RC logo application. 
Rectangular side table with bronze mirror 

finishing, tray top in leather Cocco.

composition c  

399 x 170 x h.88

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric and 

Racoon with RC logo application. 
Rectangular side table with bronze mirror 

finishing, tray top in leather Cocco.

composition B  

421 x 170 x h.88
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SMOkINGSMOkING

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric and 

Racoon with RC logo application. 
Rectangular side table with bronze mirror 

finishing, tray top in leather Cocco.

composition E  

421 x 170 x h.88

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric and 

Racoon with RC logo application. 
Rectangular side table with bronze mirror 

finishing, tray top in leather Cocco.

composition D  

421 x 275 x h.88



46 47

SHELL

vase

Raw MOP cracking and
stainless steel.

ø 60 x h.120

SAHARA

lamp with shade

Engraved structure in metal  
and multi-layer wood. Canvas shade.

50 x 20 x h.60
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SMOkING SMOkING

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric with 

RC logo application and Racoon. 
Rectangular side table with natural mirror 

finishing and sand-blasted RC logo.

composition F  

453 x 190 x h.60

modular sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC and 
velvet Daniel. Cushions in fabric with 

RC logo application and Racoon. 
Rectangular side table with natural mirror 

finishing and sand-blasted RC logo.

composition G  

317 x 230 x h.60



54 55
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SMOkING.2

2-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Piumone Mokaccino.  
Cushions in fabric with RC logo application 

and Racoon.

260 x 113 x h.60



58 59

SMOkING.2

2-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Vintage.  

Cushions in fabric and Racoon.

260 x 113 x h.60
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LIMBO

pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in Silk RC / Leather Piumone.

ø 42 x h.46
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LIMBO

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in velvet Nicolas.  

Cushion in Racoon.
 

100 x 83 x h.73

LIMBO

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Vintage and 

Canvas. Cushions in fabric with RC logo 
application, leather and Racoon.

250 x 90 x h.73
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MARCELLA

side table with tray top

Base in metal with Bronze finishing.
Tray top in leather Cocco col. 5.

70 x 70 x h.70

MARCELLA

console with drawers

Base in metal with Bronze finishing.
Top and drawers in leather Razza  
Sage / Cavallino col. P257 Brown.

170 x 44 x h.85
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CAGE

mirror

Structure in multi-layer wood mat 
lacquered covered with leather Laminato. 
Decorative panel in laser-cut metal with 
Champagne, Bronze or Gold finishing. 

Convex natural mirror.

ø 120 x 8
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LIMBO

square capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in velvet Beth col. Rose 

with capitonné.

50 x 50 x h.40  
80 x 80 x h.40

RIFLESSO

square mirror

Frame covered in Cavallino and metal 
with Champagne finishing.

Bevelled mirror. RC logo in brass  
with Gold finishing.

130 x 8 x h.130
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DEVASEVENTIES

central table

Structure in multy-layer wood.
Top covered with eco-leather Cree Metallic, 

Snakeskin and Wildwest Metallic.
Legs in brass with Champagne finishing.

120 x 120 x h.36

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Star 1410 Ortles.
Internal back in capitonné with golden 

metal plates. Cushions in fabric and 
leather with RC logo application.

270 x 107 x h.74



88 89

DORIANSUNRISE

screen mirror

Structure in multi-layer wood with flock 
finishing and bevelled natural mirrors  

on front side.

214 x 6 x h.202

chandelier

12 + 1 central lights.  
Structure in golden brass.  

Golden shades with Lurex Gold mat 
fabric with RC logo in brass.

ø 135 x h.94
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SNAkE

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Crazy Gold with 

internal back in capitonné. 
Snake arms and feet in melted brass 

with Gold finishing.

80 x 105 x h.80

LIMBO

octagonal capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric George col. Sand 

with capitonné and golden nails.

50 x 50 x h.40
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DIVA

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Star 1401 Mont Blanc 

with RC logo and arm-frame in brass. 
Cushions in fabric and leather with  

RC logo application.

270 x 107 x h.74

MARCELLA

night table

Base in metal with Champagne finishing.
Drawer in leather Razza col. Sage.

Jewel handle in brass with Platinum 
finishing.

57 x 48 x h.57
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BOLD

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in RC Silk Satin Audrey col. 

Chocolate with removable lining.
Cushions in fabric with RC logo 

application and Racoon.

287 x 115 x h.68

LIMBO

square capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC 

with capitonné.

120 x 120 x h.40
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RIFLESSOSHADE

stand mirror

Frame covered in Cavallino and metal 
with Champagne / Gold finishing.

Natural bevelled mirrors.
RC logo in melted brass with Platinum 

and Gold finishing.

80 x 8 x h.200

chandelier

Lurex Gold mat shades with Swarovski 
crystal and brass RC logos.

144 x 48 x h.100
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LIMBO.2MARCELLA

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Diamante col. 7831 

with internal back in capitonné.
Cushions in fabric, leather with RC logo 

application and Racoon.

254 x 105 x h.82

central table with tray top

Base in metal with Champagne finishing.
Tray top in eco-leather Wildwest 

Metallic col. 70.

130 x 130 x h.40
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SAHARARIFLESSO

tall chest of drawers

Structure in multi-layer wood. Drawers 
engraved covered with leather Glitter col. 
Pomice. Top and sides in Natural mirror.  

Interior finishing in microfiber. 
Feet in brass.

76 x 50 x h.142

square mirror

Frame covered in eco-leather Wildwest 
Metallic col. 70 and metal with 

Champagne finishing. Natural bevelled 
mirror. RC logo in brass with Platinum 

finishing.

130 x 8 x h.130
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LIMBO.3LIMBO

3-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Vintage with back

in appezzato leather. Base in Bronze 
finishing.

330 x 75 x h. 96

square capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Vintage with 

capitonné.

80 x 80 x h.40



134 135

frame

Frame in multi-layer wood covered  
in Cavallino with decorative panel inside  
with glitter resin and silk insert from our 

collection.

130 x 3 x h.130

BORDER
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EMPIREEMPIRE

2-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in velvet George Sand / Silk 

Velvet Harrison.
Carved lion arms and feet.

Cushions in fabric with RC logo 
application and Racoon.

220 x 110 x h.80

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in Silk Satin Audrey Chocolate.

Carved lion arms and feet.
Cushion in fabric with RC logo application.

100 x 106 x h.80
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LAZY LAZY

side table

Structure in multi-layer wood. Top and 
foot covered in eco-leather  

Cree Metallic. Metal frame and base with 
Bronze finishing. Jewel snake in melted 

brass with Gold finishing.

ø60 x h.61

central table

Structure in multi-layer wood. Top and 
feet covered in eco-leather  

Cree Metallic. Metal frame and base with 
Bronze finishing. Jewel snakes in melted 

brass with Gold finishing.

140 x 70 x h.46
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MEDEA

central table

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood. 
Top covered in eco-leather Cree Metallic. 

Metal frame with Bronze finishing. 
Lacquered legs with jewel snakes and 
tips in melted brass with Gold finishing.

140 x 140 x h.45
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BASkMARCELLA

2-seaters sofa

Internal structure in metal and foam. 
Back and seating cushions in feather. 

Upholstery in leather Diamante.  
Back frame in Cavallino.

Cushions in Racoon.

165 x 120 x h.70

central table

Base in Metal with Gold finishing.
Top and horizontal elements  

in Silk Patchwork.

160 x 52 x h.58



160 161

wAVE

bar cabinet

Structure in multi-layer wood in Brown 
glossy lacquered. Doors covered with 
Silk RC. “Jewel handle” in melted brass 

with Gold finishing and Swarovski 
crystals. Interior finishing in microfiber.  

Glass shelves.

146 x 61 x h.136
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CORNER CORNER

sideboard

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood. 
Frame, doors and drawers covered with 

leather Razza col. Choco. 
Top in Brown lacquered glass. 

“Jewel handle” in melted brass with 
Platinum finishing and Swarovski crystals. 

Interior finishing: brown microfiber.

220 x 63 x h.85

dining table

Structure in beech wood covered with 
leather Razza col. Choco. Bevelled and 

brown lacquered glass top.
Jewel feet with Gold finishing.

240 x 110 x h.76
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LADY E LADY E

chair

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery with capitonné in leather 
Glitter and velvet Nicolas / Silk Satin 

Audrey col. Natural / leather Cocco and 
Silk Velvet Harrison.

Tips in brass with Champagne / Gold 
finishing.

57 x 58 x h.92

chair with armrest

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery with capitonné in leather 

Glitter and velvet Nicolas.
Tips in brass with Champagne finishing.

63 x 63 x h.92
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SAHARA

lamp with shade

Engraved structure in metal with Bronze 
finishing and multi-layer wood covered 

with leather. Canvas fabric shade. 
RC logo in brass with Platinum finishing.

75 x 20 x h.50



180 181

CORNER

tall cabinet

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
Brown Glossy lacquered. Doors covered 

with leather Cocco col. 05.  
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with 

Platinum finishing and Swarovski crystals. 
Interior finishing: brown microfiber with 

glass shelves.

150 x 63 x h.145
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202 203

HIT

dining table

Base covered with laser-cut fringed 
nappa and nabuk leather. Top in eco-

leather Wildwest Metallic col. 70.  
Round lazy-susan in metal with 

Champagne finishing and RC logo
 laser-engraved on it.

ø 180 x h.77

HIT

coffee table

Base covered with laser-cut fringed 
nappa and nabuk leather. Top in eco-

leather Wildwest Metallic col. 70. RC logo 
laser-engraved on a brass round plate.

ø 110 x h.77
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HIT HIT

coffee table

Base covered with laser-cut fringed 
nappa and nabuk leather. Top in natural 
bevelled glass. RC logo laser-engraved 

on a brass round plate.

ø 70 x h.77

dining table

Base covered with laser-cut fringed 
nappa and nabuk leather. Top in natural 

bevelled glass. Round lazy-susan in 
metal with Bronze finishing and RC logo 

laser-engraved on it

ø 180 x h.77



206 207

LADY E

chair with armrest

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery with capitonné in Silk Satin 

Audrey col. Natural.

75 x 61 x h.63

SAHARA

low sideboard 3-doors

Structure in multi-layer wood. Two doors 
engraved covered with leather Glitter, 

one door in Bronze mirror. “Jewel handle” 
in melted brass with Gold finishing. 

Interior finishing: brown microfiber with 
glass shelves.

186 x 50 x h.70



208 209

SPRITZ SPRITZ

chair

Structure in beech wood and foam. 
Upholstery in leather Diamante / leather 
Vintage. Tips in brass with Champagne 

finishing. Back leather handles.

48 x 57 x h.105

chair with armrest

Structure in beech wood and foam. 
Upholstery in leather Diamante / leather 
Vintage. Tips in brass with Champagne 
/ Bronze finishing. Back jewel handles in 

leather / melted brass.

63 x 50 x h.83



211210

wALL

bookcase

Structure in multi-layer wood covered 
with bevelled mirrors and leather 

Diamante.

250 x 35 x h.220



213212

MEDEA

ceiling lamp 5 lights

Gold shades in Lurex Gold mat fabric.
Jewel snake in melted brass with Gold 

finishing.

ø 60 x h.150
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MEDEANEOCLASSICA

dining table

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood. 
Top covered in leather Cocco.  

Metal frame with Bronze finishing. Brown 
lacquered legs with jewel snakes and tips 

in golden brass.

240 x 110 x h.77

chair / high chair

Structure in beech wood and foam. 
Upholstery in velvet George / velvet 

Michael with matelassè back.
Lacquered and gilded carved legs.

43 x 56 x h.94 
44 x 63 x h.105



227226

wAVE

bar cabinet

Structure in multi-layer wood in Brown 
glossy lacquered. Matelassè doors 
covered with Velvet Michael. “Jewel 
handle” in melted brass with Gold 

finishing and Swarovski crystals. Interior 
finishing in brown microfiber. Glass 

shelves.

146 x 61 x h.136
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SNAkE BEE

vase

Natural snake skin 
and stainless steel.

ø 65 x h.100

modular bookcase

Structure in multilayer wood covered 
with leather Laminato. Shelves in curved 

metal with Bronze finishing.

120 x 32 x h.238
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BERNINII LOVE YOU

dining table

Structure in beech wood covered with 
leather Tuscany col. Ivory. 

Travertino marble top. 

240 x 110 x h.77

chair with armrest

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery in Silk Satin from our 

collection.

57 x 57 x h.82
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ROSE

chair

Structure in metal and 
polyurethane foam. Upholstery in 

Silk Satin Audrey col. Natural.

46 x 54 x h.86

SEVENTIES

dining table

Structure in multy-layer wood.
Top covered with leather Laminato.

Legs in metal with Champagne finishing.

240 x 110 x h.77
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LAZY

round dining table

Structure in multilayer wood covered in 
leather Cocco. Metal frame and 

Round lazy-susan with Bronze finishing.
Jewel snake with Gold finishing.

ø180 x h.77
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LADY E

bed with bench

Structure in beech wood and foam. 
Upholstery in velvet George with 

headboard in capitonné. Tips in brass 
with Champagne finishing.

196 x 233 x h.118
150 x 40 x h.40

SAHARA

night table

Structure in multi-layer wood. Drawers 
engraved covered with leather Glitter. 

Top and sides in Natural mirror.  
Interior finishing in brown microfiber.

60 x 50 x h.60



266 267

SAHARA LADY E

chest of drawers

Structure in multi-layer wood. Drawers 
engraved covered with leather Glitter. 

Top and sides in Natural mirror.  
Interior finishing in brown microfiber.

146 x 50 x h.84

bergere

Structure in beech wood and foam. 
Upholstery with capitonné in velvet 

George Sand. Seat in fabric Canvas Beth 
Beige. Cushion in Canvas. Tips in metal 

with Champagne finishing.

80 x 85 x h.85



269268

SNAkE

vase

Natural snake skin 
and stainless steel.

ø 40 x h.198
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BASk

bed

Structure in metal and foam.
Upholstery in Cavallino Laser and leather 

Diamante.

200 x 225 x h.103

CORNER

night table

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
Brown Glossy lacquered. Drawers 

covered with leather Cocco col. 05.  
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with 

Platinum finishing and Swarovski crystals. 
Interior finishing in brown microfiber.

68 x 58 x h.62



279278

BEE

bookcase

Structure in multilayer wood covered 
with leather Laminato. Shelves in curved 

metal with Gold finishing.

120 x 32 x h.220
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283282
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SAHARA

bed

Structure in multi-layer wood and foam 
with engraved headboard.

Upholstery in leather Glitter col. Pomice 
with metal frame in Bronze finishing.

226 x 220 x h.162
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306 307

LIMBOLIMBO

bed

Structure in poplar wood and foam. 
Upholstery in capitonné in velvet Daniel 

col. 141. Blanket in wolf fur with tails.

330 x 240 x h.120

bed

Structure in poplar wood and foam. 
Patchwork upholstery in capitonné with 
leathers and fabrics from the collection. 

Bedcover in Brad and RC Canvas.
Quilt in fur.

330 x 240 x h.120
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DORIAN

side table 
night table

Structure in multi-layer wood.  
Bevelled mirrors in Natural and Bronze 
finishing. RC logo sand-blasted on top.

52 x 48 x h.62 
52 x 48 x h.52

wAVE

night table

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
in Brown glossy lacquered. Sides and 
drawer covered with leather Cocco. 

“Jewel handle” in melted brass with Gold 
finishing and Swarovski crystals. 

Interior finishing in brown microfiber.

68 x 44 x h.49
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wAVEwAVE

toilette with armchair

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
in Brown glossy lacquered. Doors and 
pullout armchair covered with leather 
Cocco / Silk Satin Audrey col. Honey. 

“Jewel handle” in melted brass with Gold 
finishing and Swarovski crystals.  

Interior finishing in brown microfiber. 
Glass shelves, folding mirror.

130 x 55 x h.79

chest of drawers with doors

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
in Brown glossy lacquered. Doors and 
drawers covered with leather Cocco. 

“Jewel handle” in melted brass with Gold 
finishing and Swarovski crystals. Interior 

finishing in brown microfiber.  
Glass shelves.

130 x 61 x h.81
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wAVE

chest of drawers with doors

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
in Brown glossy lacquered. Sides and 
drawer covered with Silk Satin Audrey 
col. Honey. Black & Gold marble top. 
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with 

Gold finishing. Interior finishing in brown 
microfiber. Glass shelves.

226 x 61 x h.81
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NAIL

armchair

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Glitter col. Pomice, 
Canvas Beth col. Beige & Canvas Cloe 

col. Beige. Cushion in Racoon.

95 x 80 x h.75
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LIMBOCORNER

round bed

Structure in beech wood and foam. 
Integrated night tables in brass. 

Upholstery in leather Diamante with 
headboard in appezzato leather.

Blanket in wolf fur with tails.

282 x 272 x h.120

chest of drawers

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
glossy lacquered and covered with 

leather Phyton Skin.  
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with Gold 

finishing and Swarovski crystals. 
Interior finishing in ivory microfiber.

149 x 63 x h.84
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PARIS

bed

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in Mink fur.

Bedcover in velvet and Silk Satin from 
our collection.

205 x 260 x h.110
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LIMBOCORNER

square capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in capitonné in leather 

Vintage.

50 x 50 x h.40

tall chest of drawers

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
glossy lacquered and covered with 

leather Phyton Skin.  
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with Gold 

finishing and Swarovski crystals. 
Interior finishing in ivory microfiber.

79 x 64 x h.145
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FLORENCE

armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in leather Piumone  

Bordeaux / Mokaccino.
Cushion in Racoon fur.

118 x 85 x h.78
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350 351

MARCELLA

armchair

Frame in metal with Champagne / Gold 
finishing. Seating and back in Cavallino 

with RC logo laser-engraved on the back.

83 x 65 x h.83

CORNER

console

Structure in beech wood covered with 
leather Razza col. Choco. Bevelled 

Brown lacquered glass top.
Jewel feet with Gold finishing.

140 x 42 x h.68
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DORIAN

side table 
night table

Structure in multi-layer wood.  
Bevelled mirrors in Natural and Bronze 
finishing. RC logo sand-blasted on top.

52 x 48 x h.62 
52 x 48 x h.52
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MARCELLA

chaise longue

Structure in metal with Champagne 
finishing. Upholstery in Canvas 
patchwork. Cushion in velvet 

Nicolas Red.

180 x 61 x h.75

SAHARA

bar cabinet

Structure in multi-layer wood. One door 
engraved covered with leather Glitter, 

one door in Bronze mirror. “Jewel handle” 
in melted brass with Gold finishing. 

Interior finishing in brown microfiber with 
glass shelves.

136 x 50 x h.165



361360

LIMBO

octagonal capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in capitonné patchwork Canvas.

120 x 120 x h.40



363362

MEDEA

ceiling lamp 6 lights

Shades in Black mat fabric gilded interior.
Jewel snakes in melted brass with 

Gold finishing.

ø 100 x h.150



365364
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LADY E

little armchair

Structure in poplar wood and foam. 
Upholstery in fabric Canvas Cloe Beige 

with capitonné and 24k gold nails. 
Tips in brass with champagne finishing.

75 x 76 x h.76

LIMBO

2-seaters sofa

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Upholstery in fabric Canvas RC Sharon 

Antracite. Cushions in fabric and 
Racoon.

158 x 83 x h.73



372 373

MARCELLA

central table with tray top

Base in metal with Bronze finishing.
Tray top in leather Cocco col. 5.

130 x 70 x h.40

CORNER

bar cabinet

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
glossy lacquered and covered with 

leather Phyton Skin.  
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with Gold 

finishing and Swarovski crystals. 
Interior finishing in brown microfiber with 

glass shelves.

140 x 53 x h.148



375374

SAHARA / SAHARA.2

floor lamp with shade

Structure in metal and multi-layer wood, 
plain or engravedand covered with 

leather or Cavallino.
Black / Canvas fabric shade.

RC logo in melted brass with Gold 
or Platinum finishing.

70 x 27 x h.174



377376



379378



380 381

BASkSAHARA.2

marquise

Internal structure in metal and foam. 
Back and seating cushions in feather.
Upholstery in velvet Nicolas col. 8612.

Cushions in Racoon and Canvas.

173 x 163 x h.70

chest of drawers with door

Structure in multi-layer wood. 
Two doors covered with Cavallino Laser, 

one door in Brown lacquered glass. 
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with 

Gold finishing. Interior finishing in brown 
microfiber with glass shelves.

146 x 50 x h.84



383382

BOUNDAGE

stand mirror

Structure in multi-layer wood mat 
lacquered covered with natural bevelled 

mirror. Decorative bands in leather  
Glitter col. Brown.

120 x 3 x h.210



385384



387386



388 389



390 391

PUMPSAHARA.2

chaise longue

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood 
and foam. Base in metal in Gold finishing. 

Upholstery in capitonné in fabric Silk 
Satin Audrey Natural.

188 x 86 x h.85

high sideboard 4-doors

Structure in multi-layer wood. 
Two doors covered with Cavallino Laser, 

two doors in Brown lacquered glass. 
“Jewel handle” in melted brass with 

Gold finishing. Interior finishing in brown 
microfiber with glass shelves.

240 x 50 x h.84



393392



395394



397396



398 399

LADY ESEVENTIES

love seat

Structure in beech wood and foam.
Upholstery in capitonné in Silk Marilyn.

Tips in brass with Champagne finishing.

111 x 73 x h.74

central table

Structure in multy-layer wood.
Top covered with leather Laminato.

Legs in metal with Champagne finishing.

160 x 73 x h.36



400 401



402 403



404 405

console

Structure in multi-layer and beech wood. 
Top covered in leather Cocco col. 10. 

Metal frame with Bronze finishing. 
Lacquered legs with jewel snakes and 

tips in melted brass with Bronze finishing.

140 x 40 x h.90

MEDEA



407406



409408



411410



412 413

console

Structure in beech wood covered with 
leather Cocco. 

Top in marble Black Marquinia. 

120 x 40 x h.77

console

Structure in beech wood covered with 
leather Cocco. 

Top in marble Black Marquinia. 

240 x 40 x h.77

BERNINI BERNINI



414 415

LIMBO MEDEA

round capitonné pouf

Structure in poplar wood and foam.
Patchwork upholstery with leathers and 

fabrics from the collection and capitonné.

ø 82 x h.40

ceiling lamps

Shades in Lurex Gold or Black mat fabric 
with gilded interior. Jewel snake in melted 

brass with Gold finishing.

ø 22 x h.60 
ø 22 x h.80



416 417

SMOkING 
COMPOSITION A

303 x 170 x h.88

SMOkING.2
260 x 113 x h.60

SMOkING
COMPOSITION B

421 x 170 x h.88

SMOkING
COMPOSITION F

453 x 190 x h.88

SMOkING
COMPOSITION D

421 x 275 x h.88

SMOkING
COMPOSITION C

399 x 170 x h.88

SMOkING
COMPOSITION G

317 x 230 x h.88

SMOkING
COMPOSITION E

421 x 170 x h.88

LIMBO
158 x 83 x h.73

LIMBO
250 x 90 x h.73

BASk
165 x 120 x h.70

BASk
173 x 163 x h.70

EMPIRE
220 x 110 x h.80

DEVA
270 x 107 x h.74

DIVA
270 x 107 x h.74

BOLD
287 x 115 x h.68

PARIS
280 x 108 x h.74

LIMBO.2  
254 x 105 x h.82

LIMBO.3 
330 x 75 x h.96

SOFAS SOFAS

MODULAR SOFAS



PARIS.2
130 x 98 x h.74

LIMBO
100 x 83 x h.73

SNAkE
80 x 105 x h.80

EMPIRE
100 x 106 x h.80

ARMCHAIRS

NAIL
95 x 80 x h.75

PARIS.3
130 x 98 x h.74

418 419

LADY E
75 x 61 x h.63

MARCELLA
83 x 65 x h.83

LADY E
80 x 85 x h.85

LADY E
75 x 76 x h.76

ARMCHAIRS

FLORENCE
118 x 85 x h.78



LAZY
140 x 70 x h.46

MEDEA
70 x 70 x h.70

MEDEA
140 x 140 x h.45

LAZY
ø60 x h.61

HIT
ø50 x h.50

HIT
ø100 x h.30

MARCELLA
70 x 70 x h.70

MARCELLA
130 x 70 x h.40

SEVENTIES
120 x 120 x h.36

DORIAN
52 x 48 x h.62

CORNER
50 x 50 x h.60

OPPIO
60 x 60 x h.64

OPPIO
120 x 120 x h.40

SEVENTIES
160 x 73 x h.36

DORIAN
52 x 48 x h.52

CORNER
120 x 120 x h.40

MARCELLA
130 x 130 x h.40

MARCELLA
160 x 52 x h.58

MARCELLA
57 x 48 x h.57

420 421

MARCELLA
170 x 44 x h.85

CORNER
140 x 42 x h.68

MEDEA
140 x 40 x h.90

MEDEA
140 x 45 x h.76

BERNINI
240 x 40 x h.77

BERNINI
120 x 40 x h.77

WALL
250 x 35 x h.220

BEE
120 x 32 x h.220

BEE
120 x 32 x h.238

BOOkCASES

CONSOLESCENTRAL & SIDE TABLES



CORNER DAY CORNER NIGHT

422 423

SIDEBOARD 2 DOORS 2 DRAWERS
226 x 63 x h.85

SIDEBOARD 2 DOORS
150 x 63 x h.85

TALL CABINET
150 x 63 x h.145

BAR CABINET
140 x 53 x h.148

NIGHT TABLE
68 x 58 x h.62

CHEST OF DRAWERS
149 x 63 x h.84

TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS
79 x 64 x h.145

TOILETTE
110 x 59 x h.140



SAHARA NIGHT

SAHARA DAY

wAVE NIGHT

wAVE DAY

424 425

SAHARA 
NIGHT TABLE
60 x 50 x h.60

SAHARA 
CHEST OF DRAWERS

146 x 50 x h.84

SAHARA.2 
CHEST OF DRAWERS

146 x 50 x h.84

SAHARA 
TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS

76 x 50 x h.142

SAHARA 
SIDEBOARD
186 x 50 x h.70

SAHARA.2 
SIDEBOARD

240 x 50 x h.84

SAHARA 
BAR CABINET
136 x 50 x h.165

SIDEBOARD
226 x 61 x h.66

BAR CABINET
146 x 61 x h.136

NIGHT TABLE
68 x 44 x h.49

CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH DOORS
130 x 61 x h.81

CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH DOORS
226 x 61 x h.81

TOILETTE WITH ARMCHAIR
130 x 55 x h.79



BEDS POUF & BENCHES

LIMBO
125 x 82 x h.40

LIMBO
50 x 50 x h.40

LIMBO
50 x 50 x h.40

LIMBO
96 x 96 x h.40

LIMBO
80 x 80 x h.40

LIMBO
120 x 120 x h.40

LIMBO
120 x 120 x h.40

LIMBO
ø120 x h.40

LIMBO
ø82x h.40

LIMBO
ø42 x h.46

LADY E
120 x 120 x h.40

LIMBO
ø120 x h.40

LADY E
150 x 40 x h.40

426 427

LADY E
196 x 233 x h.118

BASk
200 x 225 x h.103

SAHARA
226 x 220 x h.162

LIMBO
330 x 240 x h.120

LIMBO
282 x 272 x h.120

PARIS
205 x 260 x h.110



428 429

LADY E
57 x 58 x h.92

NEOCLASSICA
43 x 56 x h.94

I LOVE YOU
57 x 57 x h.82

ROSE
46 x 54 x h.86

SPRITZ
48 x 57 x h.105

SPRITZ
63 x 50 x h.83

NEOCLASSICA
44 x 63 x h.105

LADY E
63 x 63 x h.92

CHAIRSDINING TABLES

CORNER
240 x 110 x h.76

HIT
ø180 x h.77

LAZY
ø180 x h.77

MEDEA
240 x 110 x h.77

BERNINI
240 x 110 x h.77

SEVENTIES
240 x 110 x h.77

HIT
ø 110 x h.77

HIT
ø 70 x h.77
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COMPLEMENTS

MARCELLA  
CHAISE LONGUE

180 x 61 x h.75

PUMP  
CHAISE LONGUE

188 x 86 x h.85

LADY-E  
LOVE SEAT
111 x 73 x h.74

BORDER 
FRAME

130 x 3 x h.130

VASES

SHELL
ø60 x h.120

SNAkE
ø40 x h.198

SNAkE
ø65 x h.100

SHADE
60 x 37 x h.190

SUNRISE
ø135 x h.94

MEDEA
6 LIGHTS

ø 100 x h.150

MEDEA
5 LIGHTS
ø60 x h.150

MEDEA
ø22 x h.60 
ø22 x h.80

LOGO
ø41 x h.58
ø41 x h.91

SHADE
144 x 48 x h.100 

SAHARA
70 x 27 x h.174

SAHARA.2
70 x 27 x h.174

SAHARA
75 x 20 x h.50 

SAHARA
50 x 20 x h.60 

LIGHTING



432 433

CAGE
ø 120 x 8

BOUNDAGE
120 x 3 x h.210

BORDER
120 x 3 x h.220

DORIAN
214 x 6 x h.202

RIFLESSO
130 x 8 x h.200

RIFLESSO
130 x 8 x h.130

RIFLESSO
80 x 8 x h.200

MORGANA
85 x 7 x h.200

MORGANA
100 x 7 x h.100 

MIRRORS MIRRORS



MATEriALS & FiNiShiNgS

gOLD FiNiShiNg
METAL

BrOWN 8022
LACQUErED gLASS

BrONZE FiNiShiNg
METAL

BrONZE 
MirrOr

NATUrAL 
MirrOr

BrOWN 8022
gLOSSY / MAT LACQUErED

ChAMPAgNE FiNiShiNg
METAL

iVOrY 1013
gLOSSY / MAT LACQUErED



437436

iNTEriOr FiNiShiNg

iNTEriOr FiNiShiNg iN BrOWN Or iVOrY 
MiCrOFiBEr WiTh gLASS ShELVES.  

“JEWEL hANDLES” iN MELTED BrASS AVAiLABLE iN 
POLiShED PLATiNUM Or gOLD.



439438

PAiLLETTES rC LOgO
MATChiNg ThE CUShiON FABriC

iVOrY EMBrOiDErED rC LOgO

BrOWN EMBrOiDErED rC LOgO

JAgUAr EMBrOiDErED rC LOgO

PAiLLETTES rC LOgO
MATChiNg ThE CUShiON FABriC

iVOrY EMBrOiDErED rC LOgO

BrOWN EMBrOiDErED rC LOgO

EMBrOiDErED rC LOgOS



441440

JEWEL hANDLES

“JEWEL HANDLES” IN MELTED BRASS AVAILABLE 
IN POLISHED PLATINUM OR GOLD AND WITH  

SWAROVSkI CRYSTALS.

“JEWEL HANDLES” IN MELTED BRASS AVAILABLE 
IN POLISHED PLATINUM OR GOLD AND WITH  

SWAROVSkI CRYSTALS.



CARPETS

442 443

MONGOLIA WHITE

CAVALLINO BEIGE

MINK FUR

CAVALLINO BLACK

indEx

Bee, bookcase 229

Bee, modular bookcase 278

Bask, bed 277

Bask, marquise 381

Bask, sofa 159

Bernini, console 412-413

Bernini, dining table 237

Bold, sofa 113

Border, frame 134

Boundage, stand mirror 282

Cage, mirror 76

Cavallino, carpet 442

Corner, cabinet 181/373

Corner, chest of drawer 322/330

Corner, console 350

Corner, dining table 175

Corner, night table 276

Corner, side /central table 420
Corner, sideboard 25/174

Corner, toilette 423
deva, sofa 87

diva, sofa 105

dorian, night/side table 308/352

dorian, screen mirror 89

empire, armchair 148

empire, sofa 149

FlorenCe, armchair 338

Hit, dining table 202-205

Hit, side /central table 22-23

i love You, chair 236

ladY e, armchair 207

ladY e, bed 265

ladY e, bergere 267

ladY e, chair 176-177

ladY e, love seat 370/399

ladY e, bench 265

lazY, dining table 250

lazY, side /central table 150-151

limBo, armchair 72

limBo, bed 306-307/323

limBo, round pouf 61

limBo, oval /round capitonné pouf 10/414

limBo, square capitonné pouf 78/112/132/331

limBo, octagonal capitonné pouf 30/96/360

limBo, sofa 73/371

limBo.2, sofa 123

limBo.3, sofa 33

logo, lamp 24

marCella, armchair 351

marCella, chaise longue 359

marCella, console 34/75

marCella, night table 104

marCella, side /central table 74/122/158/372

medea, ceiling lamp 213/362/415

medea, central table 152

medea, console 404

medea, dining table 225

mink, carpet 442

mongolia, carpet 442

morgana, mirror 13

nail, armchair 314

neoClassiCa, chair 224

oppio, side /central table 420
paris, bed 328

paris, sofa 11

paris.2, armchair 20-21

paris.3, armchair 32-33

pump, chaise longue 391

riFlesso, square mirror 79/124

riFlesso, stand mirror 115/239

rose, chair 244

saHara, bar cabinet 358

saHara, bed 284

saHara, chest of drawer 125/266

saHara, lamp 47/178/374

saHara, night table 264

saHara, sideboard 206

saHara.2, chest of drawer 380

saHara.2, lamp 374

saHara.2, sideboard 390

seventies, central table 86/398

seventies, dining table 245

sHade, lamp 12/114

sHell, vase 46

smoking, modular sofa 41-53

smoking.2, sofa 56/58

snake, armchair 97

snake, vase 228/268

spritz, chair 208-209

sunrise, ceiling lamp 88

Wall, bookcase 210

Wave, bar cabinet 160/226

Wave, chest of drawer 310/313

Wave, night table 309

Wave, sideboard 425
Wave, toilette 311
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